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Abstract

Local field potential (LFP) recording, is a very useful electrophysiological method to
study brain processes. However, this method is criticized to record low frequency
activity in a large aerea of extracellular space potentially contaminated by far sources.
Here, we compare ground-referenced (RR) with differential recordins (DR)
theoretically and experimentally. We analyze the electrical activity in the rat cortex
with these both methods. Compared with the RR, the DR reveals the importance of
local phasic oscillatory activities and their coherence between cortical areas. Finally,
we argue that DR provides an access to a faithful functional connectivity quantization
assessement owing to an increase in the signal to noise ratio. This may allow to
measure the information propagation delay between two cortical structures.

Author summary

Local field potential (LFP) recording, is a very useful electrophysiological method to
study brain processes. However, this method is criticized to record low frequency
activity in a large aerea of extracellular space potentially contaminated by far sources.
Here, we compare ground-referenced (RR) with differential recordins (DR)
theoretically and experimentally. We analyze the electrical activity in the rat cortex
with these both methods. Compared with the RR, the DR reveals the importance of
local phasic oscillatory activities and their coherence between cortical areas. Finally,
we argue that DR provides an access to a faithful functional connectivity quantization
assessement owing to an increase in the signal to noise ratio. This may allow to
measure the information propagation delay between two cortical structures.
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Introduction 1

LFP recording of cortical structures constitutes a powerful tool to detect functional 2

signatures of cognitive processes. However, several studies have suggested this 3

recording method suffers of major concerns reflecting the activity of distant neuronal 4

populations [1–3]. Thus theta oscillations (6-10Hz) during active wake seems to 5

propagate from the hippocampus to the frontal cortical areas [4] despite these 6

important studies, LFP has revealed important features of cortical organizations 7

(Carandini, Fernandez et al, ). For example, cortical slow wave oscillations of NREM 8

sleep which constitute a prominent feature of this vigilance state contribute moderately 9

to coherence between cortical areas. In contrast, weak slow wave oscillations during 10

active wake contribute to a relatively high level of coherence between cortical 11

areas [5, 6]. Single-unit recordings of neurons is a widely used technique in 12

electrophysiological investigations. It is the reason why Local Field Potential (LFP) is 13

still in use. Local field potential signal is mainly owing to the post-synaptic response 14

to the pre-synaptic activity [7–10] and constitues a natural counter or integrator of the 15

effective action potentials wattering a given cortical region [11–13]. In its classical 16

description LFP appears to be less local than multi-unit activity recordings. Indeed, 17

this recording mode consists to put a single electrode in the investigated cortical 18

region and the second one, in a supposed neutral site. Called monopolar or referential 19

recording (RR) mode, the simplicity of this recording configuration is well appropriate 20

to evaluate a global brain state. Unlike single and multi-unit probe, the impedance of 21

the classic electrode of LFP is usually low in order to record the neural activity of a 22

larger area. However, this method may detect activities from distant cortical areas 23

located between the recording and the reference electrode [12–18] a phenomenon called 24

volume conduction. We propose here to compare monopolar or RR recording mode to 25

the bipolar or differential one DR. Where DR consists to set a pair of electrodes in a 26

same cortical area in order to measure the voltage difference between them. The main 27

historical reasons why RR is widely sill in use [6, 19] are: 1) the simplicity because of 28

the low number of wires to implant and consequently the brain tissue preservation. 2) 29

The number of available channels to connect to the acquisition devices to record the 30

signals. 3) The method is sufficient to indentify global brain states and oscillations in 31

extracellular space. However, to our knowledge, no study has compared both 32

recording methods in freely moving rats in order to define the best suited 33

configuration to record brain areas activity and quantify their interactions, as well as 34

to extract the guenuine meaning of signals recorded in a specific brain region during a 35

behavioral task [1, 6, 19–27]. The present work has been made possible by our 36

recording configuration described in Method Section. 37

Thus, the present paper is organized as follow. First, we present the theoretical 38

rational of the paper. After a description of the experimental conditions we 39

experimentally show the difference between the two recording modes through spectral 40

analysis and reveal a new communication frequency band between medial prefrontal 41

cortex PFC and the dorsal hippocampus area CA1. Before to conclude, we 42

numerically show that the functionnal connectivity assessement is strongly impacted 43

by the difference in mode of recordings, explaining why DR is much better suited to 44

determine the cortical interactions between cortical areas. 45

1 Differential and Referential Recordings: 46

RR recording method consists to record the activity of a cortical region by inserting 47

an electrode in the considered (hot spot) area as well as another electrode located in 48

the reference area (ie skull above the cerebellum, cold spot). In opposition, differential 49
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recordings mode consists to set an electrode pair in a same cortical region. Powerfull 50

signal processing methods such as partial coherence for instance may remove potential 51

contributions of distant neuronal activities [28] and may reduce effect of other distal 52

source. However, as many other cortical areas can potentially generate contaminating 53

signal, it would need an infinity of probes to consider them. Alternatively, to avoid the 54

volume conduction phenomenon is to record cerebral areas through differential 55

recordings consisting in pairs of electrodes in each investigated brain regions (ie 56

differential recording). In this part, we first analyze the theoretical differences between 57

the two modes of LFP recordings. 58

1.1 What is volume conduction ? 59

Volume conduction in brain tissue is a well known phenomenon widely observed in 60

conventional local field potential recordings. Volume conduction is a process of current 61

diffusion in a medium. In the brain, the extracellular space contains multiple ionic 62

species. Even if this biological medium is not really homogenenous, in order to 63

illustrate and simplify our model we consider it as, linear, homogeneous and isotropic. 64

Considering a punctual current source I diffusing charges in a sphere of radius r, as 65

represented figure (1), in a quasi-static approximation of the Maxwell’s equations, the 66

corresponding density of current ~J is given by: 67

~J = I ~ur/(4π r2). (1)

Using the Ohm law, ~J = σ ~E with σ the medium conductivity and ~E the electric field 68

deriving from the potentiel V , ( ~E = −~∇V ). Potential V at a distance r is equal to: 69

V (r) =
I

4 π σ r
. (2)

This expression provides the magnitude of the created potential at a distance r from a 70

given current source I. We observe that this potential decrease nonlinearly with the 71

distance r. From this result, we can easily calculate the potential difference between 72

two electrodes P1 and P2 separated by a short distance equal to 2ǫ as represented 73

figure (2). The potential in P1 and P2 are expressed as follows: 74
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, and their difference writes, 75
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1.2 Case of a distant source: 76

In the particular case r >> ǫ (i.e. the distance between an electrode and a source is 77

greater than a few ǫ : in practice ǫ ∼ 50-200µm ), V1 and V2 can be rewritten under 78
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the form: 79
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(5)

Setting δr = ǫ cosα, the potential difference between the two electrodes writes: 80

∆Vf = 2
I δr

4π r2
. (6)

This result shows that, the potential difference between the two electrodes plays the 81

same role than to push away the source at a distance equal to r2, and to damp its 82

intensity by a factor δr of the same order of ǫ. In other words, this fundamental result 83

indicates that differential recording mode removes the contribution of distal sources. 84

Thus, the smaller the distance between electrodes, the smaller the potential difference, 85

and farther a source, and stronger the damping of its intensity. In other words, 86

differential measurement annihilates the contribution of distal sources. 87

1.3 Case of a local source: 88

Let us consider now, the case of a local source contribution, that is, a source close to a 89

recording electrodes pair (see fig. 2.b) corresponding to ǫ ≤ r < 3 ǫ. Indeed, because 90

of the distance between the two electrodes, the minimal distance to a source is ǫ, and 91

when r > 3 ǫ, approximations to calculate the potential difference between the two 92

electrodes is similar to the distal source case. As one can observe in figure (2.b) the 93

minimal average distance r (electrodes-source) is equal to ǫ, corresponding to a 94

maximal ratio ǫ/r = 1. The ratio ǫ/r < 1/3 yields the ratio ǫ2/r2 negligible and 95

corresponds to the distant source case. Therefore, to condiser the local source case, we 96

have to approximate ǫ to r (ǫ ∼ r). Under these conditions, the general expression (3) 97

becomes, 98

∆V =
I

4πσǫ

√
2− cosα−

√
2 + cosα√

4− cos2 α
≃ I

4π σ ǫ

√
2

2
cosα, (7)

that we note ∆Vc. 99

From these two considerations one can calculate a seperation sources factor Γ, or a 100

Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR): 101

Γ =
∆Vc

∆Vf

=

√
2

4

r2

ǫ2
. (8)

This factor summarizes that, farther a source, weaker its contribution, as well as, closer 102

the two electrodes forming the pair, more the local source is visible. The nonlinearity 103

of this ratio, expressed by the square, indicates that the CMRR rapidly change with 104

the modification ratio r/ǫ. For instance, for two arbitrary distances r1 and r2 equal to 105

10 ǫ and 100 ǫ this ratio go from Γ1 = 35 to Γ2 = 3500. Finally, we can summarize all 106

of these results by the graphics of figure (3). Indeed, figure (3) represents the potential 107

measured in P1 and P2 versus the distance to the source r in normalized units. We 108

note the strong similarity of the potentials when the source is far in comparison with 109

the distance shift ǫ between the two electrodes, leading to a potential difference close 110

to zero. The inset zoom figure (3) shows the strong potential difference between the 111

two electrodes when the source is close to the electrodes pair. In summary, we have 112
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shown that differential recording method erases the distal sources contribution and 113

constitutes a practical way to solve the volume conduction problem. In the next part, 114

we assess experimentally the above theoretical predictions as well as we show the 115

genuine difference between referential and differential recordings through differents 116

tools such as, spectral analysis, coherence and cross-correlation. 117

2 Experimental Methods and results: 118

In order to verify experimentally our theoretical predictions, we performed 119

intra-cerebral recordings in two well known and widely studied areas which are the 120

dorsal hippocampus (CA1) and the medial prefrontal cortex (PFC). The details 121

about the biological preparation is given in annexe A. Figure (3) shows the 122

methodological recordings configuration in which a pair of electrodes is inserted in 123

each brain region of interest, and a referential electrode is inserted in the skull just 124

above the cerebellum. A calculation of the difference between the two signals coming 125

from the same cerebral structure allows the differential recording mode (DR). This 126

experimental setup has the double interest to access to the two configurations which 127

are referential and differential modes in a same animal and in a same time. In order to 128

avoid any potential artefacts from the animal movements during the wake epoch, we 129

have choosen to focus our attention and analysis about sleep and more specifically 130

during rapid eye movements (REM) sleep (also called paradoxical sleep). REM sleep is 131

characterized by muscle atonia, that is, a very low power signal of the electromyogram 132

(EMG) jointly to a low power signal of the electroencephalogram (EEG) whose 133

spectral energy is mainly located in a narrow band centered around 7 Hz to 8 Hz(θ 134

oscillations). A snippet of a such EEG epoch is represented in green figure (4.a). Slow 135

waves sleep also called Non rapid eye movements sleep (NREM) is represented in red 136

figure (4.a). This state is identified by large slow oscillations magnitude accompanied 137

to a low power signal EMG but without atonia. Finally, active wake state represented 138

in purple, figure (4.a), presents a low magnitude EEG signal close to a gaussian pink 139

colored noise coupled to a strong muscle activity. 140

2.1 Spectral analysis. 141

In order to compare the signal differences between the two recording modes DR and 142

RR, we have perfomed a spectral analysis by calculating the average power spectrum 143

of the sleep states in PFC and CA1. Figure (5) shows the power spectra in RR mode 144

(blue line) and DR mode (red line) in the two investigated brain regions which are 145

CA1 (top), and PFC (bottom), during NREM sleep (left) and REM sleep (right). 146

Spectra result an average of one hundred epochs with a duration of 10 secondes, 147

corresponding to a frequency resolution of 0.1 Hz. The global overview of figure (5) 148

reveals a strong diffrence between RR and DR recording modes whatever the brain 149

region and sleep epoch. Beyond the scale factor (∼ 10) between the two recording 150

modes, one observes a drastic spectra structure difference. Globally, DR spectra 151

present a broader spectral band than RR, whatever the brain region and sleep stage. 152

Also, DR spectra present a more complex architecture than RR. In other words, 153

signals from DR and RR are qualitatively differents even if some parts are similar. 154

Indeed, RR is the mix of signals coming from the region of interest as well as signals 155

coming from other asynchronous source regions. Remote asynchronous sources 156

interfere destructively with the local source leading to a rapid decay of the spectrum. 157

DR annihilates interfering signals coming from remote sources and then highlights the 158

intrinsic signal of the ROI as we expect and like we have demonstrated in section 1. 159

We can also observe that this fundamental result is state independant. In the newt 160
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section, we analyze the CA1 and PFc interplay during REM and NREM sleep in the 161

two recording modes (DR and RR). 162

2.2 Coherence and cross-correlation analysis between brain 163

areas. 164

It is tought that cognitive processes result from information transfer between cortical 165

and subcortical areas [27]. Thus, functional interplay between neuronal populations of 166

different areas remains a major question in neuroscience. Consequently, measurement 167

methods of functionnal connectivity are crucials to test plausible biological hypotheses. 168

To assess functional connectivity we compared the DR and RR mode in a same 169

animal in a same time. In this part, we are going to show that DR and RR are not 170

equivalent, and consequently not the same meaning. Thus, we have performed the 171

coherence calculation between CA1 and PFC. This operation consists to assess the 172

synchrony or phase locking between two signal sources by expression (9), where X(ν) 173

and Y (ν are respectively the Fourier transforms of two signal sources x(t) and y(t). 174

Variable ν corresponds to the frequency, while the star sign designates the complex 175

conjugate operator. Coherence index is a statistical tool similar to correlation index 176

but in the frequency domain instead of time. Thus, we are able to know which 177

spectral component (i.e. frequency) is coherent or phase locked between to cortical 178

areas (cross-spectrum average in the numerator), independently of their magnitude 179

(denominator normalization). 180

CXY (ν) =
|X(ν)Y ∗(ν)|2

|X(ν)|2 |Y (ν)|2
(9)

While RR and DR power spectra of figure (5) share a some common features, figure 181

(6) shows a large difference of coherence between RR (blue line) and DR (red line), for 182

NREM and REM . Indeed, overall, the RR coherence spectrum presents a a greater 183

level in comparison to DR. The frequency bands for which a peak exist are strongly 184

shifted between the two recording mode RR and DR. For instance, during NREM , 185

the frequency peak is located at 1 Hz and 3.5 Hz respectively, for DR and RR. 186

Furthermore, during REM sleep, the bigger peak for each recording mode RR and 187

DR are located at 7 Hz and 12 Hz respectively. These experimental results, confirm 188

that DR and RR are two different recording modes with their own physical meaning 189

as we demonstrated theoretically above (sec.1). Whereas DR gives access to the 190

intrinsic signal of a given cortical area, that is, the genuine activity of the investigated 191

neural network, coherence is a tool that makes sens to assess the functionnal 192

connectivity between two cortical region. Consequently, it appears that coherence is 193

strongly dependant of the recording mode. It is also important to note that coherence 194

level is not stationary over time. Indeed, as illustrated in figure (7) we oberve that the 195

frequency band (10 Hz to 14 Hz) presents sporadic bursts of activity in the two 196

recorded cortical structures (PFC and CA1) at a same time. However, an oscillation 197

at 7 Hz persists all along the REM episode in CA1 only. A horizontal projection of 198

this time-frequency diagram provides spectra similar to the figure (5.b) and (5.d), 199

where the average of 7 Hz is bigger than the 10 Hz to 14 Hz in CA1, because of the 200

phasic nature of this 10− 14Hz oscillation. This 10− 14Hz oscillation is also observed 201

in th PFC during REM sleep (figure 7.d). This observation, suggests to explore the 202

dynamics changes of the coherence index. There, we perform the coherence calculation 203

when a 10− 14 Hz events emerge in one of the two investigated brain structures. In 204

order to perform this analyze, we developped a detection routine allowing to isolate 205

the 10− 14 Hz events. The averages calculation in the coherence expression are 206

consequently carried out on the burst events. Figure (8) shows the coherence factor 207
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between CA1 and PFC during REM sleep, the traces blue and red correspond 208

respectively to RR and DR mode, while thin and large traces correspond respectively 209

to the triggering area source (CA1 or PFC). As expected, the choice of the triggering 210

source (CA1 or PFC) does not change the coherence results whatever the recording 211

mode RR or DR, which first point out the approach robustness. The coherence level 212

in DR mode is drastically boosted in comparison with the sliding window average 213

method since the level increases from 0.35 to 0.55, while the coherence level in RR 214

mode is drastically reduced from 0.6 to 0.45. Moreover, in order to demonstrate that 215

coherence level obtained with RR mode is owing to the volume conduction 216

phenomenon holded by the real part of the signal, we have calculated the Imaginary 217

Coherence (IC), which ignore the volume conduction contribution [36]. As shown 218

figure (8), the two majors peaks, the one at very low frequency as well as the one 219

located at 7 Hz (8 left) are strongly damped when we calculate the IC (8 right), 220

meaning that there is no significant phase shift between the cortical areas. Phase shift 221

is owing to a propagating phenomenon, while a zero phase shift is due to a conductive 222

phenomenon. The level of these two peaks is reduced to the basal level of the other 223

frequencies, ending to show that coherence measurement is strongly corrupted in RR 224

mode because of the volume condition phenomenon. 225

An other usefull measurement to understand how brain areas communicate, is the 226

cross-correlation function. This operation is similar to coherence in the temporal 227

domain, and allows to determine the propagation delay between the two investigated 228

brain structures. Propagation direction is determined by the lag sign and the choice of 229

the referential signal (here PFC). Figure (9) shows an example of the 230

cross-correlation of two individual burst events (in DR) present CA1 and PFC. The 231

maximum peak of magnitude 0.55 is 35 ms lagged, that corresponds to a delay of 232

PFC in comparison with CA1. In order to compare the ability to measure a delay 233

according to the measurement mode (RR versus DR), we have performed multiple 234

cross-correlation calculations to construct the lag time probability density function 235

and its corresponding cumulative probability in the two measurement conditions (see 236

fig.9). Figure (9) indicates a null median lag time for the RR mode presenting a fuzzy 237

probability density distribution around zero, while a 35 ms median lag time is 238

observable for DR mode presenting a genuine identified peak. This lag time value is 239

comparable to the measure obtained by using single cell recording mode [?] which 240

consists to record simultaneously one individual neuron in each structure. This kind of 241

measurements are very complex to perform and allows to ask only one neuron at a 242

time in comparison with LFP which is the superimposition of the effective activity of 243

hundreds neurons reflecting the entire network activity, and consequently avoid to 244

perform multiple single cell recording. In summary, DR mode is an efficient way to 245

assess the functional connectivity between brain regions and to identify the 246

communication direction, unlike RR mode. The second message is that functionnal 247

connectivity has to be assess when communication between brain region take place in 248

order to avoid the dilution process. 249

Finally, we have performed numerical simulation in order to show the importance 250

of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the coherence index measurement. While the 251

separation source factor or CMRR (8) is equal to
√
2/4 when ǫ ∼ r, this one is at once 252

superior to 9
√
2/4 when r > 3 ǫ. In other words, SNR is about ten times superior in 253

DR mode compared to RR. Figure (10 right) shows the SNR impact on the coherence 254

level. Indeed, the two arrows indicates the coherence level obtained when SNR−1 is 255

equal to 5 and 25 corresponding respectively to the upper and lower graphs of figure 256

(10 left). 257
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3 Discussion 258

The aim of this paper is to show and explain the differences beteen the two recording 259

modes, RR and DR, as well as to examine a way to reduce the contribution of the 260

volume conduction phenomenon in the functional connectivity assessment. 261

Consequently, we have destmonstrated theoretically that RR and DR are two 262

recordings mode with their own properties. We have shown that RR is more suitable 263

to define the global state of the brain because of the volume conduction. On the other 264

hand, we have demonstrated that DR is able to anihilate the influence of distal 265

sources and is able to probe specific regional activity. Our experimental recordings 266

analysis in the rat show that DR yields possible the study of brain areas interplay. 267

Indeed, our coherence analysis shows that CA1 and PFC exhibit a frequency band 268

located between 10 Hz and 15 Hz not present in the RR mode. This result highlights 269

the existence of a such frenquency band during REM sleep, which is not easily 270

detectable in RR mode. This finding constitutes a new functionnal signature in REM 271

sleep. Futhermore, we have observed that oscillations θ in the frequency band (6 Hz 272

to 8 Hz) present a strong coherence in RR mode, while in DR mode this band is 273

almost totaly extinct, confirming the long distance volume conduction contamination 274

experienced by one electrode. This result, fully justify the use of DR mode to 275

investigate the question of cortical areas interactions. Also, we have shown through a 276

time-frequency analysis that communication between CA1 and PFC is sporadic and 277

not continuous as we expect. Using this aspect we have performed a new estimation of 278

the coherence, revealing an increase of this factor in DR mode, unlike in RR mode. 279

Furthermore, we have computed the cross-correlation synchronized on the burst events 280

in the 10 Hz to 15 Hz band, and we statistically shown that PFC is 30 ms late on 281

CA1 indicating that CA1 is the transmitter and PFC the receptor. Finally, we have 282

performed numerical simulations in order to illustrate the relationship between 283

coherence level and signal to noise ratio. This last result explains clearly the reason 284

why DR is better suited to evaluate the interaction between cortical areas than RR, 285

since RR integrates multiple interfering components. Our study plainly desmontrates 286

the real advantage of DR for brain communication understanding and consequently for 287

studying about memory and learning processes. Also, we hope motivate through this 288

work the use of the DR mode to explore the cortical communications in futures works. 289

Many electrophysiological recordings tools are available to explore functional brain 290

conectivity. We distinguishes two families with their own properties. The first one is 291

devoted to identify the individual neuron activity, while the second one measure the 292

neuronal field activity, in other the network activity. Single-unit recordings of neurons 293

is a widely used technique in electrophysiology. This recording approach needs sharp 294

and fragile electrode of high impedance (>> 1MΩ) located close to the cellular body 295

of a neuron, in order to detect the emitted spikes by this one [29, 30]. While the 296

interpretation of the measurements is easy when only one neuron participates to the 297

recorded extracellular potential, the task becomes exponentially complex with the 298

number of neurons involved. Indeed, two similar neurons at a same distance to a given 299

recording electrode are difficult to separate from only the electrical perturbation they 300

produce locally. It is the reason why the use of multiple electrodes has been 301

developped such as stereotrode [31] and tetrode [32–35]. All of this recording 302

techniques allow to record and to identify the activity of these neurons with 303

multi-shank eletrodes [?]. While it is possible to record one cortical area during a task 304

with such multitrodes the challenge becomes higher when two areas have to be 305

recorded simultaneously and moreover in freely moving animal. Whatever the 306

discipline, the measure principle is to minimize the probe influence on the investigated 307

system. Also, it is important to note that the invasivity increase with the number and 308

the size of electrodes, which may reduce neuronal survival and induce inflammatory 309
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response modifying the measuring medium. Historically, the use of RR is justified by 310

two main reasons. The first one is the simplicity because of the weak number of wires 311

to implant and consequently the brain tissue preservation. The second one, is the 312

number of available channels to connect to the acquisition devices to record the 313

signals. Nowadays, these technological limitation are lifted. RR is widely still in 314

used [6, 19], despite the advent of the laminar electrodes [?, 8, 17] allowing to 315

reconstruct the current-source density topology and location (iCSD) [15, 19]. However, 316

when the experimental protocol becomes complicated because of the number of 317

cortical sites simultaneoulsy explored in a same animal, it is not surprising to resort to 318

the simplest acquisition mode. Nevertheless, the RR and DR mode do not provide the 319

same results and consequentyl the same meaning. To our knowledge, no study has 320

compared both recording methods in freely moving rats, in order to define the best 321

suited configuration to record coritcal areas activity and quantify their interactions, as 322

well as to extract the guenuine meaning of signals recorded in a specific cortical region 323

during a behavioral task [6, 19–26]. In this study we clarify what is possible to say or 324

not according to the recording mode. Indeed, as we shown above because of the 325

volume conduction phenomenon, the RR mode integrates the signals coming from 326

everywhere with a weight inversely proportionnal to the distance. Except in the 327

special case where the signal source is close to the electrode and the distal sources are 328

lows, quickly the sum of distal sources contribution is stronger than the local signal. 329

This phenomenon is relatively interesting to identify global state changes and is widely 330

used in this direction. However, studies used the RR mode to quantify the functional 331

connectivity between cortical areas [6, 19]. Although, coherence and cross-correlation 332

differences has been observed between vigilance states, this approach does not measure 333

the genuine functional connectivity between cortical areas and leads to conclusions far 334

from reality if considered as such. While DR mode presents a magnitude ten times 335

lower than RR, indicating that RR mode is not local because of the volume 336

conduction phenomenon as we already said above, DR mode presents a cortical area 337

specificity. This is highlighted first, by the spectral structure (5.a and 5.b) in NREM 338

and REM states for which new spectral bands emerge. Also, this result is strengthen 339

by the coherence analysis which makes emerge a new spectral band of interest during 340

REM sleep indicating the existence of spindle waves. Coherence is fundamental to 341

explore the relationship between cortical region in the linear approximation, giving a a 342

functionnal connectivity assessement.Indeed, the information transfert from one area 343

to an other one is not a copy-paste. Even if a cortical structure is forwardly and 344

strongly connected to another one, the second structure receives signal from other 345

cortical areas which induces a response to their stimulations. In this simple linear 346

point of view, the functionnal connectivity is only sensible to the SNR, that is the 347

power ratio between the signal of interest and the rest, meaning that functionnal 348

connectivity is systematically underestimated. In other word, the functionnal 349

connectivity obtained in RR mode is overestimated and has no communication 350

meaning because of the volume conduction phenomenon, while DR presents a specific 351

but systematically under estimated value. 352

4 Conclusion 353

5 Annex A 354

The data used was collected from 5 Dark Agouti male rats (Janvier Labs) aged of 10-15 355

weeks and weighing between 200-250 grams. After surgery for electrode implanting, 356

they were kept in individual cages in a 12/12h (9am-9pm) light/dark cycle with ad 357

libitum access to food and water. One week after surgery, the rats were introduced in 358
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their recording chamber and plugged for recording. The recording chamber consisted 359

of a 60x60x60cm faradized box with removable container for the litter, so that the rats 360

could be changed daily at 10 am without being unplugged. While in the recording 361

chambers, the animals were exposed to a white noise of 70dB and were also provided 362

with food and water ad libitum. The temperature of the chambers was regulated at 363

23◦C. Once the responses were stabilized, and after at least two days of habituation, 364

baseline recordings, which we used for our analysis, took place during at least 24 hours. 365

The animal care and treatment procedures were in accordance with the regulations of 366

the local (Lyon 1 University CE2A-UCBL 55) and European (2010/63/EU) ethics 367

committee for the use of experimental animals. Every effort was made to minimize the 368

number of animals used and any pain and discomfort occurring during surgical or 369

behavioral procedures. The recording pair of electrodes consisted of two twisted 370

tungsten wires (25µm in diameter - California Fine Wire, U.S.A.) de-insulated at the 371

tip along approximately 50µm. Muscle activity (EMG) in the neck was recorded with 372

a pair of electrodes that were made by gold plating a small and round solder ball at 373

the de-insulated and hooked tip of a conventional small electric wire. In addition, two 374

100µm diameter stainless steel electrodes were implanted for electrical stimulation in 375

the brain, in order to study the synaptic transmission between the hippocampus and 376

the medial prefontal cortex and between the CA3 and CA1 areas of the hippocampus. 377

The initial purpose of these recordings, which started in 2014, was to compare, for 378

each sleep state, the synaptic transmission before and after long term potentiation, a 379

cellular mechanism of memory. All these electrodes, along with reference screws, were 380

connected to a custom-made 16 channels analog preamplifier by the EIB-27 connector. 381

The signals were then conveyed via a rotating connector (Plastics One, U.S.A.) to a 16 382

channel amplifier (AM-Systems, U.S.A.) within which this signal was amplified with a 383

gain of 1000. Signals from the different electrodes were then acquired and digitized at 384

5kHz by a custom Matlab software (The MathWorks, U.S.A.) driving a NI-6343 385

acquisition board (National Instruments, U.S.A.) before being stored on a computer. 386
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Figures Captions

Fig 1. Current source: A current in an homogenous medium yields a current source

density diffusing in all the directions.The current density writes: ~J =
I ~ur

4 π r2
, where r

is the distance to the current source and I the current generated at the origine. The

Ohm law ( ~J = σ ~E) allows to determine the potential V =
I

4 πσ r
created at any

distance r.

Fig 2. a) Distal source: A distal source (blue ellipse) release a density of current
which gives birth to two remote potentials P1 and P2 respectivley located at a distance
r − δr and r + δr belonging to the same brain area (red ellipse). This potential are
measured by two electrodes spaced from a distance ǫ. b) Local source: A local source
(blue ellipse) release a density of current which gives birth to local potentials P1 and
P2 respectively located at a distance r − δr and r + δr belonging to the same brain
area (red ellipse), where r ∼ 2ǫ. This potential are measured by two electrodes spaced
from a distance ǫ.

Fig 3. Example of potential measured in P1 and P2 versus distance r in normalized
units. One notes the strong similitude between P1 and P2 when r is big in comparison
with the distance shift ǫ of the two electrodes. Also, one oberves the strong amplitude
difference between potential P1 and P2 when the current source is close to the
electrodes pair (zoom in figure).

Fig 4. Top: Snippets of tipical electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram
(EMG) recordings for the 3 vigilance states, which are wake (Wake→purple),
non-rapid eyes movements (NREM→red) sleep, and rapid eyes movements sleep
(REM→green).Bottom: Example of hypnogram showing a temporal vigilance states
dynamics.

Fig 5. Power spectrum of the two simulatneous recording modes RR (blue) and DR
(red), in CA1 and PFC respectively top and bottom, during NREM (left) sleep and
REM sleep (right).

Fig 6. Coherence index between two brain regions (CA1 and PFC) during NREM
and REM , in blue for RR and red for DR, respectively.

Fig 7. Time-frequency representation of a simultaneous PFC (top) and CA1
(bottom) recording during REM sleep, showing occasional large frequency bursts of
activity common to the two brain structures and a persistant oscillation at 7 Hz REM
sleep θ oscillation, which is the fundamental REM sleep signature in CA1. Colorbar
on the right is the normalized scale color of the time-frequency plot.
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Fig 8. Left: Coherence between CA1 and PFC during REM sleep for the two
recording modes RR (blue) and DR (red), and the triggerig conditions: triggered
according to CA1 thin trace, and triggerd according to PFC large trace. Right:
Imaginary Coherence between CA1− PFC in RR configuration, showing the melt
down of the 7 Hz peak as well as the very low frequency peak, because of the volume
conduction holded by the real part. The 10 Hz to 15 Hz frequency band stays absent
because of the poor signal to noise ratio in RR configuration. Inset: vertical zoom of
the coherence.

Fig 9. Left: Individual event cross-correlation between CA1 and PFC in DR mode,
showing a maximum correlation level of 0.55 at a positive lag time of 35 ms between
the two regions. This positive lag indicates in our case a delay from the PFC in
comparison with CA1. Right: Probability density function (blue) and cumulative
probability (red) of cross-correlation peak lag. A zoom on the maximum of the
probility density function shows, in referential mode (ref.): a null median lag time and
a fuzzy probility density function, while in differential mode (diff) zoom displays very
well indentified peak and median lag time localized to 30 ms.

Fig 10. Coherence index vs noise to signal ratio (SNR−1): Left, figures respectively
top and bottom are an example of signals used to compute the coherence index for
which the coherence is pointed out on the right figure. The coherence calculations
have been performed between a pure sine wave (green line) of unit amplitude vs itself
added to a noise. The coherence index decreases drastically with SNR−1 according to
a hyperbolic secant law (red line).
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